
PR-TF 69 Chío-Vera de Erques
Along this path we can observe numerous plots devoted to 

traditional agriculture, such as vineyards and some isolated 

houses. A visit to the rural settlement of Chirche is a must 

as it has been declared a Site of Cultural Interest, as well as 

the hamlet of Las Fuentes.

PR-TF 70.3 Boca Tauce – Refugio 
de Chasogo
The landscape along this path is mainly volcanic badlands 

and interesting volcanic morphologies. You will observe for-

mer threshing fl oors (eras) built on pahoehoe lava, known 

as the Era de la Fajana de Charagueche and the Era de los 

Guanches.  

PR-TF 69.1 Chiguergue-Chasogo
Most notable along this route is the impressive area of ropy 

lava, pahoehoe fl ows and lava tubes. This path leads to the 

recreational area of Los Arenales (recreational area in Chío). 

PR TF 70.1 Boca Tauce - El Jaral
This route offers spectacular panoramic views of the town, 

and especially of the Barranco de Tágara ravine. There are 

different ethnographic elements along the path. 

SL 206 El Jaral-Guía de Isora
The Barranco de Rodrigo ravine and the Cruces de Ramallo 

are some of the places of interest that you will fi nd along this 

path covered in rock roses, shrubs with striking white fl owers 

traditionally used to smoke cheeses.  

This route begins at the recreational area of Los Arenales. At 

the start it crosses a pine forest growing on recent basaltic lava 

fl ows. The path continues through a very homogeneous area, 

with lapilli fi elds and volcanic badlands. Following the bare-ear-

th track, we will walk down the path on the left side, and begin a 

trail between the volcanic badlands and the pine forest until we 

reach the track that takes us to the San Juan de Chío gallery.

Further on, we will cross the La Vega path and continue until 

we meet the track. A boundary stone indicates that the path 

continues through an area with few contrasts where there is a 

striking number of blackened pines that have been burnt or cut 

to extract their resin. We continue through a zone called la Tos-

ca de Tierno, where the volcanic material protrudes in the form 

of a large stone. Further on, crossing the TF-38 at kilometre 19, 

we continue a short distance to the Cueva de Tierno cave.  

As the path descends, the rails of the La Fife gallery can be 

made out on the right, and further on we see large pipes from 

the gallery and the Canal de Vergara, which crosses the path in 

a perpendicular direction. 

We cross the zone of Los Lomitos Blancos and La Sabina Seca 

until we reach a large stone wall on the left and a parallel dra-

in on the right. At this point, we will pass through a zone with 

former agricultural plots. The track continues until it reaches a 

paved path which will take us to the start of the walk, beside the 

Bodega Bilma winery. 

This path can be followed in both directions; leaving from the 

recreational area of Los Arenales or from the path beside the 

Bodega Bilma winery.

         Look after your safety

Wear suitable walking boots or shoes for the diffi culty of the route. 

  

Do not forget to carry a raincoat and a hat to protect yourself from 

the sun. 

  

Make sure you have enough water and food for the duration of 

the walk. 

  

Remember that there is not always mobile phone coverage in 

natural areas, but it is advisable to carry a mobile phone. Check 

that it is fully charged before leaving.

  

Risks increase if it rains or there are strong winds. Stay informed 

of the weather forecast.  

            Preserve the environment

Keep the path clean and take your rubbish with you.
  
Take great caution with cigarette butts. They can cause 
fi res.
  
Bear in mind that we are in fragile natural areas. Do not pick 
or take plants or any other elements.
  
Avoid creating noise. Respect the environment.
  
To preserve the landscape, do not leave the marked paths.

 

            Plan your route

Avail of the help of guides, maps and people with adequate 

walking experience (for example, from walking clubs and 

associations, tourist information offi ces and accommodation 

providers).  

  

Obtain information about distances, diffi culty level and the 

estimated time needed to complete the route, as well as 

any possible risks that could occur. 

  

Gauge your physical ability to complete the route according 

to its technical characteristics: accumulated ascent and 

descent, duration… 

  

Consult the weather forecast.

  

Tell your friends or relatives about the route you plan on 

doing and where it is.

  

If you are walking with children or larger groups remember 

that you will need a lot more time.

SL 201 Chío-Arguayo
Along this path we will see traditional agricultural plots with 

low dry stone walls, and we will enjoy panoramic views of the 

western side of the town. In this area of volcanic badlands, 

the main vegetation consists of aeoniums and isolated pine 

trees. 

           HOW TO GET THERE 

The recreational area of Los Arenales can be accessed by 
the TF-38 road and is located at kilometres 12 and 13. 

This area has services, drinking water, barbeques, ben-
ches and tables, a sports area and a playground for the 
whole family to enjoy nature. It also has a camping area. 
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PR-TF 70.2 Boca Tauce - Las Fuentes
This route provides impressive panoramic views of the 

mountains of Isora, and even out as far as the islands of La 

Gomera, La Palma and El Hierro. We will fi nd endemic spe-

cies such as tagasaste and sticky broom (codesos), and we 

will visit the hamlet of Las Fuentes.
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Chío

Chiguergue

Pine needles

are known as pine needles. Traditionally 
pine needles have been used as bedding 
for animals, as packaging to protect bana-
nas, tomatoes and other vegetables being 
transported, and as a fertilizer in agricul-
tural farms. 
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Chío -
Los Arenales

Lapilli

Lapilli are a material ejected by a volcano 
during an eruption. Its diameter varies 
from 2 to 64 mm. In the Canary Islands 
it is known as picón. Lapilli are formed in 
explosive eruptions through the fragmen-
tation of the lava covering the gas bubbles 
that rise to the surface and explode due to 

external pressure.
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Pino de La Leche

It is said that goatherds of the area used to 
rest in the shade of this huge pine tree and 
gather their animals.
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Canaries pine tree

trees, including those from reforestation, 
occupy some 70,000 hectares, almost 60% 
of the forest surface area of the Canary 
Islands. Contrary to other species, it has 
slim, acicular leaves, arranged in groups 

thanks to its thick layer of cork and its 
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Galería de San Juan de Chío

Gallery built at the end of the 1940s. 
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Alcalá Information Offi  ce

Address: Paseo la Jaquita s/n, 38686- Alcalá.
Phone: + 34 922 865 151

Email: info.alcala@guiadeisora.org

Guía de Isora Tourist Information Offi  ce

Address: Centro Cultural, Avenida Isora s/n, 38680
Phone: +34 922 851 222

Email: info.guia@guiadeisora.org

Playa San Juan Information Offi  ce

Address: Juan Carlos I s/n, 38687- Playa de San Juan
Phone: + 34 922 138 987

Email: info.playasanjuan@guiadeisora.org 


